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Research Interest
• Address the reproducibility crisis in the field of
Network Embeddings (NE) for Link Prediction (LP).
• Facilitate evaluation of NE methods and comparison
to existing ones.
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Figure 1: Scalability plots showing the evolution of the
execution time w.r.t. a) the number of node in a graph and b)
the proportion of train and test edges requested.
Network Embeddings 
• A mapping of network nodes to d-dimensional vector 
representations
• Node embeddings and edge embeddings
• After embedding a network, standard machine learning 
tasks can be performed (e.g. clustering, link prediction)
Link Prediction
• Estimate the likelihood of the existance of edges. 
between pairs of nodes.
• Both true edges and non-edges required for evaluation.
Evaluation choices
Network Node Embeddings
❑ Clustering
❑Node Classification
❑Node Importance
❑ Community Detection
❑ Link Prediction
❑…
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Original network
Train edges Test edges
Train non-edges Test non-edges
• Command line tool and API.
• Easily replicate any evaluation setup.
• Automate the method evaluation process.
• Run NE methods code in any language
Experimental Results
Toolbox usage
Motivation
• Non-standard evaluation incomparable methods
• LP a complex task evaluation errors
• Current libraries limited baselines
Network Preprocessing
Edge splits Non-Edge sampling
Train/test fraction
Node to Edge embeddings LP heuristics
Binary classifiers Evaluation metrics
Our Framework
1. Fill the conf file
2. Run: $ python evalne conf.ini
• Reproducing Node2vec [1] experiments:
• Reproducing CNE [2] experiments:
• Reproducing PRUNE [3] experiments:
• Scalability experiments:
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